This study evaluates, for the first time, the impact of airborne global positioning system radio occultation (ARO) observations on a hurricane forecast. A case study was conducted of Hurricane Karl during the PreDepression Investigation of Cloud-Systems in the Tropics (PREDICT) field campaign in 2010. The assimilation of ARO data was developed for the three-dimensional variational (3DVAR) analysis system of the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model version 3.2. The impact of ARO data on Karl forecasts was evaluated through data assimilation (DA) experiments of local refractivity and nonlocal excess phase (EPH), in which the latter accounts for the integrated horizontal sampling along the signal ray path. The tangent point positions (closest point of an RO ray path to Earth's surface) drift horizontally, and the drifting distance of ARO data is about 2 to 3 times that of spaceborne RO, which was taken into account in these simulations.
Introduction
The prediction of tropical cyclones is important because of its great impacts on safety and on preventing property damage and economic losses (Willoughby et al. 2007; Willoughby 2012) . Prediction remains a challenging task because of the lack of understanding of how individual hurricanes form and because too few finescale measurements are available over storm regions to help advance our knowledge. Early studies identified a set of necessary conditions for tropical cyclone genesis based on global observations and climatology (e.g., Riehl 1954; Gray 1968 Gray , 1998 : warm water temperature within the surface mixed layer, initial cyclonic relative vorticity, moist midtroposphere, weak vertical wind shear, and the presence of the Coriolis force. Various combinations and mathematical formulations of these conditions were used to develop prediction parameters (e.g., Gray 1979; DeMaria et al. 2001; Emanuel and Nolan 2004; Camargo et al. 2007; Bruyère et al. 2012) , which suggested some predictability of tropical cyclone activity on the year-toyear and seasonal scales. Nevertheless, these studies also pointed out that the climatological parameters are not sufficient to explain the development of individual tropical cyclones.
Both obtaining a better understanding of tropical cyclogenesis and achieving more accurate numerical model forecasts of tropical cyclone evolution depend heavily on available observations and their quality. Observations can help reduce the errors in model initial conditions through data assimilation (DA). Satellite observations are particularly important for tropical cyclone forecasting over the ocean, where in situ surface and upper-air observations are sparse. For example, case studies have shown that temperature and moisture retrievals from infrared and near-infrared sounders, such as the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), (Chen et al. 2008; Liu et al. 2011) , Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS), and Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer (ASI) (Reale et al. 2009; Li and Liu 2009; Liu and Li 2010) , improved hurricane track and intensity forecasts. Other case studies have shown that the direct assimilation of satellite radiance has a positive impact on tropical cyclone predictions as well (e.g., Z. Schwartz et al. 2012; Newman et al. 2015; Routray et al. 2016; Choi et al. 2017) . However, satellite observations are usually either relatively coarse in vertical resolution or affected by clouds and heavy rainfall. Therefore, their impact on hurricane prediction is usually limited to the large-scale environment. In contrast to global satellite products, near-storm airborne observations provide direct measurements of the environment in the vicinity of the storms at a high resolution (e.g., Weissmann et al. 2011; Aberson et al. 2015) . These have made important contributions to storm forecasting, and recently, methods for operational assimilation of reconnaissance data, such as Doppler vector winds, have been developed (Aksoy et al. 2012; Weng and Zhang 2012; Zhang and Weng 2015) . This potential for exploiting aircraft data in an operational setting partially motivates the present study on airborne radio occultation (ARO). Before introducing ARO data, we first review some of the advances that might be expected, based on recent data assimilation studies using spaceborne global positioning system radio occultation (SRO).
Radio occultation (RO) measurements (spaceborne and airborne) are mostly insensitive to clouds and rainfall, a particularly useful feature when studying severe weather systems, and they sample the atmosphere at very high vertical resolution, compared to conventional passive satellite observations (Yunck et al. 1988; Ware et al. 1996; Kursinski et al. 1996 Kursinski et al. , 1997 . Many assimilation studies showed a positive impact of SRO measurements on global weather forecasts, especially where other observations are scarce, and in the upper troposphere to lower stratosphere, where RO data quality is typically the best (e.g., Zou et al. 2004; Healy et al. 2005; Healy and Thépaut 2006; Cucurull and Derber 2008; Cucurull 2010) . Studies using simulated observations have further suggested that as more RO data are assimilated, their impact continues to improve (e.g., Harnisch et al. 2013; Bauer et al. 2014; Leidner et al. 2017) . The impact of SRO observations has been assessed in operational centers such as the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) (Dee et al. 2011; Cardinali and Healy 2014) , the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) (Cucurull et al. 2007; Cucurull 2010) , Météo-France (Poli et al. 2009 ), the Met Office (Healy et al. 2005; Buontempo et al. 2008; Rennie 2010) , the German Meteorological Office (Anlauf et al. 2011) , the Australian Bureau of Meteorology (Le Marshall et al. 2012) , and others. As a result, SRO missions that were once proof of concept have evolved into operational systems with low latency of data due to their statistically demonstrated impact in the upper troposphere to lower stratosphere (Bauer et al. 2014; Cardinali and Healy 2014) .
For individual storms on the regional scale, it is more difficult to statistically assess the impact or value of an individual observation type of coarse horizontal resolution such as SRO. However, the assimilation of SRO data can sometimes still show a positive impact in individual case studies. For example, the assimilation of SRO observations can improve predictions of tropical cyclone intensity (e.g., Kunii et al. 2012) , rainfall (e.g., Huang et al. 2005; Chen et al. 2009 ), and track (e.g., Kueh et al. 2009 ) through adjustments of the temperature and moisture fields. H. reached similar conclusions for Hurricane Ernesto (2006) and further emphasized the importance of SRO observations in the lower troposphere below 6 km. In the first study that attempts to synthesize the impact of SRO on the forecast of a large dataset of tropical cyclones, Chen et al. (2015) showed that the assimilation of SRO observations produced a statistically significant improvement in 11 out of 31 typhoon track forecasts between 2008 and 2010.
While sharing most of the advantages of SRO, ARO can densely sample a targeted area in a manner complementary to dropsondes, which is crucial for a regional study of the highly variable tropical cyclone environment. This study aims to provide an initial estimate of the potential value of ARO observations by investigating their impact on the prediction of Hurricane Karl in 2010. The ARO observations were taken from the National Science Foundation Gulfstream-V (G-V) aircraft during the PreDepression Investigation of Cloud-Systems in the Tropics (PREDICT) field campaign in 2010 (Evans et al. 2012; Montgomery et al. 2012) , along with dropsondes and microphysical measurements during the pregenesis stage of several tropical storms. ARO data are complementary to dropsonde measurements deployed along the paths of reconnaissance flights because their tangent points, that is, the closest points of the RO ray paths to the earth's surface, drift sideways, away from or toward the flight path, as the transmitting satellite moves with respect to the receiver. As a result of this, as well as the long horizontal integration over the ray path, a larger area is sampled by the ARO observations, compared to dropsondes.
Radioholographic retrieval methods, that is, phase matching (PM) (Wang et al. 2017; Jensen et al. 2004 ) and full spectrum inversion (Adhikari et al. 2016; Jensen et al. 2003) , have been successfully implemented for ARO measurements to retrieve the refractive bending angle reliably in the presence of atmospheric multipath and to eliminate errors in the geometric optics bending angle retrievals . From the bending angles, refractivity profiles can be retrieved using the Abel inversion for a receiver inside the atmosphere, a procedure explained in detail in Healy et al. (2002) , Muradyan et al. (2011), and Xie et al. (2008) . In the neutral atmosphere, the relationship between refractivity (N) at L-band radio frequencies and model variables was formulated by Smith and Weintraub (1953) and reviewed by many studies (e.g., Rüeger 2002; Aparicio and Laroche 2011; Cucurull 2010; Healy 2011) . The most commonly used form of the relationship is the following:
where n is the refractive index, e is water vapor pressure (hPa), P is total air pressure (hPa), and T is temperature (K). The quantity N is retrieved as a function of geometric height (e.g., Kursinski et al. 1997; Hajj et al. 2002; Kuo et al. 2004) . The goal of this study is to present an assessment of the impact of assimilating these ARO refractivity profiles on the prediction of Hurricane Karl's development in 2010. While it is relatively straightforward to assimilate vertical profile values of RO local refractivity, the assigned observational errors need to carefully take into account the assumption of local spherical symmetry of the atmosphere in the proximity of the ray paths, as well as instrumental and representativeness errors. Xie et al. (2008) investigated different error sources that affect data quality of local ARO measurements in the case of a frontal system. They found that the assumption of spherical symmetry is the largest source of error in RO data retrievals for this case, with up to 4.5% in refractivity under worst-case conditions when there are large horizontal density gradients along the rays. On the other hand, when nonlocal pseudoobservations of excess phase (EPH) (i.e., path-integrated refractivity) are used, the assigned observational error can be reduced (Sokolovskiy 2005a,b) . In this study, the impact of ARO data on Karl forecasts using both the local and nonlocal operators will be evaluated and compared.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 details the newly developed numerical tools, the numerical experiment design, and the data used. Section 3 examines the impact of the more conventional reconnaissance dropsonde dataset on Karl forecasts before examining ARO. The impact of the ARO observations on key variables of the analysis is then presented in section 4, and the consequent impact on the forecast is presented in section 5. The summary and discussion of the main conclusions are presented in section 6.
Numerical tools and experiment design
The numerical tools used in this study include a forecasting system and a data assimilation system. The Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model version 3.2 (Skamarock et al. 2008 ) is used for numerical forecasts. Because of the limitation of computational resources, a three-dimensional variational (3DVAR) method, instead of an ensemble Kalman filter (e.g., H. ; Leidner et al. 2017) or a hybrid method (e.g., Schwartz et al. 2013; Wang 2011) , is used to assimilate observations. The WRF 3DVAR data assimilation system (Barker et al. 2004; Huang et al. 2009; Barker et al. 2012 ) is chosen as our analysis tool. Before the experimental design is introduced, Hurricane Karl, the ARO data, the EPH operator, and ARO observational errors are briefly summarized.
a. Hurricane Karl
As described in the National Hurricane Center (NHC) tropical storm report (Stewart 2011) , the pre-Karl system originated from a westward-propagating wave that merged with an upper-level trough on 8 September 2010. Karl's early period of development was characterized by bursts of convection that were regulated by the diurnal radiation cycle (Melhauser and Zhang 2014) . Misaligned surface-to-midlevel vortices were observed until 13 September (Davis and Ahijevych 2012) , which may be one reason why storm development was delayed.
Karl reached tropical storm strength (i.e., genesis) at around 1800 UTC 14 September 2010 before crossing the Yucatan Peninsula. When crossing the peninsula, the storm continued on a westward track under the forcing of a subtropical ridge to its north. The storm's surface low weakened due to surface friction and a loss of contact with the warm sea surface, while the midlevel vortex strengthened, and the cyclone gained a better vertical alignment (Stewart 2011; Davis and Ahijevych 2012) . Rapid intensification (RI) occurred soon after the storm entered the Gulf of Mexico, and it became a category 3 hurricane on 17 September. The hurricane weakened later that day, likely due to stronger vertical wind shear and entrainment of dry downsloping air from the Sierra Madre in Mexico. Final landfall occurred over the coast of Mexico at 1645 UTC 17 September, bringing heavy rainfall, flooding, and mudslides (Stewart 2011) .
b. The airborne radio occultation measurements from PREDICT A total of six missions were deployed to measure the pregenesis environment of Karl during the 5 days prior to genesis (10-14 September). For the purpose of this study, 10 profiles from the second-to-last flight within the 3-h time period centered at 1200 UTC 13 September were assimilated.
Two observational operators for assimilation of ARO measurements were evaluated: local refractivity and nonlocal pseudo-EPH, in which the latter is the integration of the local refractivity measurements along hypothetical straight ray paths (Sokolovskiy et al. 2005a,b) . The local refractivity observational operator has been more commonly used and described than the excess phase operator has (e.g., Cucurull et al. 2007) , so the latter is briefly introduced in the next section.
c. The ARO excess phase operator
The nonlocal EPH operator accounts for the highly heterogeneous environment of a developing hurricane. The EPH operator in the WRF DA system implemented by Chen et al. (2009) for SRO measurements was used. The algorithm assumes a straight ray path tangent to the real ray path at the tangent point, oriented along the observed azimuth angle, to calculate the observed and background EPH (Sokolovskiy et al. 2005a, b; Syndergaard et al. 2005) . The model background refractivity at every ray path segment is interpolated from neighboring grid cells to calculate the background EPH. This approach is less expensive computationally than full ray-tracing algorithms where ray path direction would change as a function of refractivity gradient. For the purpose of this study, we modified the existing SRO EPH operator to accommodate the geometry of ARO observations, where one end point of the ARO ray path is at the airplane height, which is usually below the model top. The ARO retrieval algorithm estimates a partial bending angle by removing the signal bending accumulated along the part of the ray path above the airplane, such that the retrieved refractive index is available only at heights below the airplane (Xie et al. 2008; Murphy et al. 2015) . Therefore, for an airborne receiver, the integration of refractivity for both model and pseudo-observations along the predefined tangent ray path was limited to below 14 km, which was the typical cruising altitude of the G-V airplane.
d. The ARO observational errors Murphy et al. (2015) showed that despite difficulties in retrieving observations near the surface, the PREDICT ARO measurements taken during the early development of Hurricane Karl were able to capture midlevel moisture variability in the developing storm environment. They estimated an accuracy of around 2% in refractivity from approximately 7 to 12 km for data from conventional receivers, and from approximately 4 to 12 km for open-loop (OL) tracking data. OL is a method of retrieving excess delay observations, even when the carrier wave cannot be tracked continuously, by using predicted Doppler shifts from a climatological model. The combined improvements in the quality of ARO retrievals from the implementation of OL tracking and PM allowed reliable retrievals down to 2 km (Wang et al. 2017) . The ARO observations used in this study are OL-PM retrievals. A constant 2% uncertainty in the AROretrieved refractivity was estimated at all heights, based on comparisons against the nearest dropsonde measurements from all the missions during PREDICT, as well as comparisons with the ECMWF interim reanalysis (ERA-Interim) dataset (Wang et al. 2017 ). ARO observations below 2 km tended to produce a negative bias due to low signal-to-noise ratio (Wang et al. 2016 (Wang et al. , 2017 , and thus were discarded in this study. We note that SRO observations give about 2% refractivity error at 2 km in the tropics, decreasing with height and latitude (Chen et al. 2011) . In comparison, the ARO refractivity errors are larger than the spaceborne errors at upper levels near the ARO receiver altitude, where aircraft velocity errors translate to increased Doppler shift errors and, therefore, increased bending angle and refractivity errors (Xie et al. 2008; Muradyan et al. 2011; Adhikari et al. 2016) .
The ARO observational errors used in DA depend on the operator used to assimilate RO observations. When assimilating local refractivity, the constant 2% was used, based on a statistical analysis of independent datasets (Murphy et al. 2015; Wang et al. 2016 Wang et al. , 2017 . When assimilating nonlocal EPH, an error of 1% in EPH, also constant with height, was used, based on the estimates in Chen et al. (2011) , who found that the observational errors associated with nonlocal EPH are 1/2 to 1/3 of those of local refractivity in percentage.
e. Numerical experiment design
In addition to different observation operators, that is, refractivity versus excess phase, the assimilation of ARO data with drifting versus nondrifting tangent points is also examined. Errors due to neglecting the tangent point drift have been evaluated in past studies for SRO observations (e.g., Poli and Joiner 2004; Cucurull 2012; Burrows 2015; Anlauf 2016) . However, this study will further evaluate the impact of the ARO tangent point drift on Karl forecasts for the following three reasons. First, the ARO tangent point drift is very different from that of SRO, on average 2 to 3 times greater, because of the larger differential velocity between the receiver and the transmitter. Second, in contrast to SRO, where the drifting line-of-sight ray paths remain approximately in the same plane, the ARO line-of-sight ray paths are oblique to the tangent point drift. The rays sample a 3D volume of space, an effect that is exaggerated further when the tangent points drift [see Haase et al. (2014) for an illustration]. Third, because this paper describes the first attempt at assimilating ARO observations in a hurricane case study, it is both interesting and important to document the sensitivity of the numerical predictions to how the ARO observations are assimilated and what their impacts are in each case.
In this study, three datasets were used to improve model initial conditions: 1) the Global Telecommunication System (GTS) dataset, including surface observations from weather stations, ships and buoys Fig. 1 . The goal of this study is to demonstrate the potential impact of a small but high-density set of ARO observations on the prediction of Hurricane Karl. To better discern the impact of ARO observations, the satellite observations that are commonly used in operational forecast centers are excluded in this study. Because satellite data have their own uncertainties and the amount of data is huge, adding them would introduce a larger and potentially overwhelming source of uncertainty in the analysis and forecast and could obscure our evaluation of the ARO data. However, some of their large-scale impact is carried through the initial and boundary conditions provided by the global reanalysis that assimilate these satellite datasets. One should keep in mind that the impact of ARO data might be overestimated in this study due to the exclusion of these satellite observations. In the future, a statistical evaluation of assimilating ARO data on top of satellite data should be performed when ARO data become available for a larger number of cases.
Eight numerical experiments were conducted, as shown in Table 1 assimilated GTS and dropsonde observations. It will be used to show the impact of ARO observations in the presence of conventional and dropsonde measurements. Because vertical spatial correlation between observations is neglected in the WRF DA system, the vertical resolution of the ARO profiles was reduced so that each model level contained, at most, one observation. In the case of local refractivity, the closest observation to each model height level within a column was chosen for assimilation. In the case of EPH, domain-averaged model height levels are calculated, and superobservations are computed at these average model levels using distanceweighted coefficients ). Although the number of ARO observations when using the refractivity and excess phase operators was different, the resulting vertical distribution and number of assimilated points were very similar, around 22-23 observations per profile. The GDANn and GDANd experiments assimilated ARO local refractivity, while the GDAEn and GDAEd experiments assimilated ARO EPH. The ''n'' indicates that the tangent points of any ARO profile are vertically aligned (i.e., no drift in the horizontal), whereas the ''d'' indicates that the tangent points of any ARO profile horizontally drift as they do in reality. In both the GDANn and GDAEn experiments, the tangent points of each ARO profile were assigned to the location of the lowest one (around 2 km after quality control). This is to represent more accurately the high moisture variability at low levels. The GDAEn_no13 experiment is a sensitivity test in which a particular ARO profile (PRN13; see Fig. 2d for the location) was removed in GDAEn. The occultation PRN13 had an exceptionally long tangent point drift because an aircraft turn modified the observation geometry and extended the duration of the occultation. This profile happened to have an important impact on Hurricane Karl's forecast, depending on the assimilation strategy, which will be discussed in section 5. The last two experiments, G and GAEd, are another two sensitivity tests where dropsonde observations are not assimilated. They are designed to show the impact of dropsondes in comparison to ARO EPH (i.e., the difference between CTRL and G vs GAEd and G).
For all experiments, the WRF Model started integrating from 0000 UTC 13 September 2010, and DA was performed every 3 h from 0300 to 1200 UTC 13 September in the two outer domains. In particular, the ARO and dropsonde profiles within the 3-h time window centered at 1200 UTC 13 September 2010 were assimilated at 1200 UTC. At each time of assimilation, three outer-loop iterations were performed during the minimization of the cost function. The initial conditions at 0000 UTC 13 September and the boundary conditions of the subsequent simulation were provided by ERAInterim. The analysis at 1200 UTC 13 September was used to initialize forecasts that ran until 0000 UTC 18 September, when the observed cyclone made landfall and dissipated. Three domains were configured for the model forecasts (Fig. 1) . The horizontal grid spacings were 27, 9, and 3 km for domains 1-3, respectively, and 45 vertical levels were used, with the model top at 50 hPa. The nested domains had two-way interaction with their parent domains and moved with the cyclone during the forecast (i.e., vortex following). The same physics schemes were used for all experiments: Morrison microphysics scheme (Morrison et al. 2009 ), Yonsei University (YSU) planetary boundary layer scheme (Hong et al. 2006 ), Kain-Fritsch (KF) cumulus parameterization (Kain 2004) , Rapid Radiative Transfer Model (RRTM) longwave radiation parameterization (Mlawer et al. 1997) , and Goddard shortwave radiation parameterization (Chou and Suarez 1994) . The cumulus parameterization was deactivated in domain 3 because convection can be reasonably resolved with a 3-km grid spacing. To have a more representative estimate of the background error covariance for this case study, we generated a height-dependent background error covariance using the National Meteorological Center (NMC) method (Parrish and Derber 1992) . Sixty pairs of 12-and 24-h model forecast differences were generated 
Impact of dropsondes on the analysis and forecast
Dropsondes were released within the storm and its vicinity during PREDICT. Because the dropsonde quality is considered high, it is interesting to briefly evaluate their impact on the analysis and forecast of Hurricane Karl without ARO observations first, that is, the CTRL experiment versus the G experiment.
As seen in Fig. 2a (the CTRL experiment), the impact of dropsonde as well as radiosonde soundings on total precipitable water (TPW), defined as column-integrated water vapor, is dominant over that of other GTS point observations at the analysis time. There was an increase (decrease) in TPW on the north (south) side of the storm center, and it is noted that the negative increments in moisture throughout the column south of the storm are larger in magnitude. Meanwhile, a slight increase in lowto-midlevel pressure occurred south and southeast of the storm (figures not shown). As a result, the predicted storm became weaker (Fig. 3) . As observed from the comparison between the CTRL and G experiments, the assimilation of dropsondes (CTRL) mainly contributed to the forecast correction of the otherwise overintensifying storm (G), especially at the early stages of storm development, even though the corrected storm is now weaker than observed.
Impact of the airborne radio occultations on the analysis
As seen from Eq. (1), the model variables that are directly affected by the assimilation of ARO observations are water vapor content, air temperature, and air pressure. Wind variables are indirectly affected through the multivariate background error covariance and the penalty function (i.e., the balance equation) during minimization of the cost function. Below, in addition to the general discussion of the impact of ARO observations on the analysis, our discussion focuses on two aspects: 1) the analysis differences between local refractivity experiments and nonlocal EPH experiments and 2) the influence of horizontal tangent point locations (i.e., drifting vs nondrifting) on the analysis.
a. Moisture analysis and comparison between local (N) and nonlocal (EPH) operators Figure 2b shows the additional impact from the assimilation of nondrifting ARO local refractivity in the GDANn experiment with respect to CTRL. Nondrifting ARO refractivity further reduced TPW by up to 5 mm over western Cuba, Haiti, and the Dominican Republic while further increasing TPW (;2 mm) over Jamaica and off the coast of Colombia around 128N, 728W.
In comparison, the impact of ARO nondrifting excess phase (GDAEn) on TPW with respect to CTRL is shown in Fig. 2d . Two main differences are noted with respect to the impact seen in GDANn. First, the impact regions from the assimilation of ARO excess phase are elongated in the direction of the ray paths, compared to the local refractivity case. This is due to the redistribution of EPH increments along the ray paths over which refractivity was integrated. Second, the increases in moisture north and southeast of the storm, and the decreases northeast and northwest of the storm, are larger in magnitude when the nonlocal EPH operator is used. These conclusions are also applicable to the drifting experiments (i.e., GDANd in Fig. 2c vs GDAEd in Fig. 2e) To better illustrate the difference between the two operators, Fig. 4 shows the assimilation of a single ARO profile to the northwest of the storm (PRN13 in Fig. 2d using the two operators. As mentioned earlier, PRN13 is shown here because it had an important impact on the forecast of Hurricane Karl's rapid intensification, which will be discussed in section 5b. Plotted in Figs. 4a and 4b are the innovation in refractivity along the ray path (black line), assuming no tangent point drift and tangent point drift, respectively. Innovation is defined as the difference between the one-dimensional observations and the three- Four ray paths are shown as examples by thin squiggly black lines. These line paths bend upward when plotted relative to the earth's surface. Innovations for the GDAN local refractivity experiments occur only at the tangent points (black rectangles, u), whereas for the GDAE experiments, they occur along the entire ray path. (c)-(f) Increments (analysis 2 model background) after the first OL iteration of minimization along ray paths from DA of PRN13, using the (c) nondrifting and (d) drifting EPH operator vs the (e) nondrifting and (f) drifting local refractivity operator. The innovation and increment along each ray, as well as tangent points, are plotted as projected onto the two-dimensional latitude-height plane.
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dimensional model background interpolated to the ray path points. Note that in this exercise of single profile assimilation, only one outer-loop iteration was performed during minimization to simplify the analysis. The asymmetry of the refractivity innovation reflects the inhomogeneity of the model refractivity along the ray paths. In the case of this profile, the model background overestimated refractivity, compared to observations below 6 km, especially on the northern portions of the rays where the model was relatively wet (not shown). The innovation of each ray at the tangent points (boxed pixels in Figs. 4a,b) is also the innovation of local refractivity, while the integration of the refractivity innovations along individual ray paths gives the innovation of EPH. The main difference noted here between local refractivity and EPH operators is because of the integration over ray paths. The total increment from the assimilation of EPH (Figs. 4c,d ) is redistributed along the rays, thus giving a larger impact area than local refractivity (Figs. 4e,f) in the direction of the ray paths. While previous studies have examined the difference between results of a local versus nonlocal radio occultation observation operator, this is the first case where the density of profiles has been sufficient that regions over which the EPH operator has been applied have overlapped. Six profiles near the storm center have overlapping lines of sight, so, for example, comparing Figs. 2d and 2e illustrates that there are significant differences in the near-storm region at relatively small spatial scale and, in particular, at a spatial scale that is less than the horizontal scale of an individual observation.
b. Effect of the horizontal drifting of tangent points
One distinct characteristic of ARO measurements is the large horizontal drift in the position of the tangent points within one occultation profile, 2 to 3 times that of spaceborne observations. This spreads further the 3D sampling of the volume in the near-storm region, so it is interesting to analyze the impact of the tangent point drift on Karl's analysis and forecasts. Here, only EPH experiments will be compared and discussed (i.e., GDAEn vs GDAEd).
Compared to the CTRL experiment, most of the changes in TPW tend to be slightly larger at the occultation locations when nondrifting ARO observations are assimilated, compared to drifting ARO (Fig. 2b vs Fig. 2c and Fig. 2d vs Fig. 2e) . It is partly due to the vertically accumulated impact over the same vertical column in GDANn (Fig. 2b) and GDAEn (Fig. 2d) , while the impact in GDANd (Fig. 2c) and GDAEd (Fig. 2e) is spread out in both the horizontal and vertical along the tangent point drift direction. Most differences seen between GDAEn and GDAEd are due to variability along the tangent point drift direction in the model background fields. For example, when examining the values of refractivity innovation along the rays and at the tangent point locations (black boxes in Figs. 4a,b) for the PRN13 profile northwest of the storm analyzed earlier, it is seen that GDAEd had smaller negative innovations than GDAEn below 6 km, as the rays from the tangent points are displaced southeastward. The model became drier in the southeast direction, toward where the tangent points were displaced (figure not shown). Therefore, even though the assimilation of drifting excess phase (Fig. 4d) still resulted in negative increments in refractivity and moisture near the surface, as in the nondrifting case (Fig. 4c) , it is of smaller magnitude, and positive increments are larger in the mid-to-upper levels.
We further note from Fig. 2e that in the three profiles that gave positive increases in moisture north and southeast of the storm, the tangent points at higher levels drifted closer to the storm center. Moreover, moisture increments were, in general, the greatest between 700 and 500 hPa. Consequently, the assimilation of drifting ARO EPH observations resulted in larger increases in moisture in the vicinity of the storm at middle levels (e.g., between Jamaica and the storm center), compared to the nondrifting GDAEn experiment (Fig. 5b vs Fig. 5a ), which may favor storm development.
c. Impact on pressure and wind
The assimilation of ARO observations changed pressure in a manner very similar to moisture, as one may expect from Eq. (1). The changes in pressure would, in turn, force an indirect change in the wind field through the correlation in the background error covariance and through the balance equation as part of the minimization process. The temperature increment at low levels was very small (figure not shown) and thus had negligible impact on the wind.
The impact of local refractivity (GDANn) was relatively small on both pressure and wind (Figs. 6a,d ) and likely had a minor impact on the forecast. In the case of EPH (GDAEn and GDAEd), a small local pressure gradient was created from an increase in pressure north of Columbia and Venezuela and from decreases in pressure south of the storm center and east of the storm, near Jamaica (Figs. 6b,c) . The resulting change in the wind field was a clockwise motion southeast of the storm up to 0.4 m s 21 at the 3-km level (Figs. 6e,f) , giving a positive vorticity anomaly due to the shear effect, and thus, a positive vorticity advection immediately east-southeast of the storm (Figs. 6b,c ). This may have had an impact on the forecast of Hurricane Karl's rapid intensification later. Although there was negative vorticity advection farther southeast of the storm, which could have had a negative impact on the storm development, it was also accompanied by a favorable condition of a deeper moist layer.
Impact of the airborne radio occultations on the forecast
The significant features of Hurricane Karl's development were successfully reproduced by the numerical forecasts in our study when GPS ARO data were assimilated properly (e.g., GDAEd). These include Hurricane Karl's rapid intensification after crossing the Yucatan Peninsula and its dominant westward trajectories (Fig. 7) . The experiments where ARO observations with drifting tangent points were assimilated distinguished themselves in simulating stronger hurricanes that were closer to the observed intensities, and their tracks were farther south and closer to the observed track prior to and during the passage over the Yucatan Peninsula and in the southern Gulf of Mexico.
a. Analysis of the forecasts before rapid intensification
Genesis occurred in all experiments but was slightly weaker than observed when dropsondes were assimilated (i.e., CTRL vs G and GDAEd vs GAEd). Note that we have defined genesis to occur when the maximum 10-m wind speed within a 200-km radius of the storm center reaches the tropical storm strength, which is 17.5 m s 21 or 34 kt (1 kt 5 0.51 m s
21
) in the Saffir-Simpson hurricane wind scale. Prior to crossing the Yucatan Peninsula, the surface low and the midlevel vortex remained weak for the first 2 days of the forecast in all experiments that incorporated dropsondes. During that time, the forecast storm intensity was weaker than observed (Figs. 7a,b) . The only exceptions were experiments that did not assimilate dropsondes, in which case genesis was too early, and the intensity was greatly overpredicted (i.e., G and GAEd in Fig. 3 ).
In the case of the GDAEn and GDAEd simulations where ARO EPH observations were assimilated, even though the intensity of the storm remained similar to the other experiments, the vortex was noted to be more compact during the early development. This is likely due to the increase in midlevel moisture in the vicinity of the storm (Fig. 5 ) and positive vorticity advection (Figs. 6b,c) , which favored storm development. A comparison between model and satellite TPW observations at later times indicates that the model background indeed underestimated the column moisture (e.g., off the north coast of Colombia) (Fig. 8) , supporting the idea that the initial moisture field in that region was improved after the assimilation of ARO EPH observations. The satellite composite shows significantly more moisture between the storm center and Panama than the simulations because neither the GTS observational dataset nor the ARO observations sampled this region.
A sensitivity test (figures not shown) was further conducted to investigate the importance of the changes in the initial moisture field from the assimilation of ARO EPH on the forecast. For this test, the water vapor mixing ratio field at the analysis time of the GDAEd experiment was replaced by that of the CTRL experiment. The resulting cyclone was similar to CTRL in intensity while much weaker than the original GDAEd experiment and the real cyclone, further supporting the hypothesis that the increments of midlevel moisture were important. This finding agrees with an earlier study by Torn and Cook (2013) , where the authors also found that the 48-h forecasts of Hurricane Karl were particularly sensitive to initial midlevel moisture perturbations southeast of the storm, north of Colombia and Venezuela. Davis and Ahijevych (2013) reached similar conclusions about the importance of midlevel moisture in developing storms sampled during PREDICT from dropsonde observations. Landfall over the Yucatan Peninsula did not show as much impact in the simulated storms as it did in the observed intensity of Hurricane Karl. Even though the terrain of the peninsula is lower than 400 m, the observed surface low weakened by around 5 hPa during the passage over the land between 1200 UTC 15 September and 0300 UTC 16 September. However, in all forecasts, both the surface low and the midlevel vortex continued to strengthen over land after a brief halt and a short decrease in surface wind speed due to the surface friction.
During the passage over the peninsula, the storms in all experiments moved along west-northwestward trajectories, similar to the observed track (Fig. 7c) . Previous studies (e.g., Adem 1956; Elsberry 1995) have shown that cyclone propagation is primarily determined by the environmental flow and can be further influenced by other external and internal forcings. The environmental flow in this case was the anticyclonic circulation of the subtropical ridge north of the developing cyclone, which was noticed to be weaker in all the forecasts compared to the ERA-Interim.
b. Analysis of the forecasts during and after rapid intensification
Similar to the observed cyclone, but 3 h earlier, the simulated storms started intensifying at around 1800 UTC 15 September as they moved over the warmer sea surface temperature and humid environment of the Gulf of Mexico. The storms in the CTRL, GDANn, and GDAEn experiments reached category 1 hurricane intensity at about 1800 UTC 16 September, then weakened as they approached the coast of Mexico. The storm in GDANd almost reached category 2 intensity at 0000 UTC 17 September, whereas GDAEd reached category 2 intensity at 0300 UTC 17 September, being the closest one to the actual category 3 Hurricane Karl (Fig. 7b) . The experiments where drifting tangent points were assimilated captured the RI better than the other simulations yet did not reach category 3. Recall that dropsondes helped correct the over-intensification of the storm during the first 2 days, even though it resulted in a weaker storm than observed (i.e., G vs CTRL). The drifting ARO EPH observations in GAEd improved the intensification rate during the later RI period, but the storm overintensified without the dropsondes (i.e., G vs GAEd). It is the combination of both datasets (i.e., in GDAEd) that helped correct the prediction of storm intensity and improved the RI rate.
Close to the final landfall, a southward turn was observed in Karl's propagation on early 17 September. From observations, it was hypothesized that the turning was due to a strengthening of the subtropical ridge that extended to the south (Stewart 2011) . The feature was not captured in the forecasts, where the ridge instead weakened on late 16 September (figures not shown). This is likely due to the effect of higher vertical shear and entrainment of dry air from the approaching continental air into the storm environment. All the forecasts of Hurricane Karl started to weaken in intensity early on 17 September while the storm slowed. 
c. Analysis of dry air intrusion to rapid intensification
In both experiments where ARO EPH observations were assimilated (i.e., GDAEn and GDAEd), bands of dry air at middle levels were wrapped around the storm by its own cyclonic circulation, shown by blue shading of low water vapor content in Fig. 9 . The dry area is closer to the storm vicinity in the GDAEn experiment (Figs. 9a,b ) than in GDAEd (Figs. 9c,d) , and the storm in GDAEd is slightly better organized at 0000 UTC 16 September (Fig. 9d) . Studies have shown that midlevel dry air intrusion enhances evaporative cooling from hydrometeors and suppresses convection (e.g., Fritz and Wang 2013; Braun et al. 2012 ), suggesting that we should expect less convection in GDAEn. Areas of diabatic cooling at the middle levels are indeed seen in the GDAEn experiment at 0000 UTC 16 September, near the convective clouds at the downshear side ahead of the storm within the radius of maximum 10-m wind (RMW) ( Fig. 9b ; black ellipse), further indicating the presence of dry air intrusion. Using 14 cases of intensifying and steady-state tropical cyclones, Rogers et al. (2013) have shown that the presence of more convective bursts on the downshear side of the storms within RMW is one of the distinct indicators of an intensifying cyclone. Guimond et al. (2016) analyzed in detail the convective bursts associated with the rapid intensification of Karl from satellite infrared images, 1-km retrievals of airborne Doppler radar wind measurements, and coincident upwelling radiation measurements from an airborne sounding radiometer during the Genesis and Rapid Intensification Processes (GRIP) field campaign. Their findings agreed with Rogers et al. (2013) , where deep convection was present mostly downshear of Hurricane Karl. It is thus suggested that convective activity was suppressed ahead of the GDAEn storm due to the presence of dry air at the midlevels, affecting the storm's rapid intensification.
Following up on the dry air intrusion, two questions arise: Where did the dry air come from, and why did the assimilation using nondrifting tangent points weaken Karl's RI rate, compared to the case with drifting tangent points? To identify the origin of the drier air mass in GDAEn where strong diabatic cooling occurred (see black ellipse in Fig. 9b ), backward trajectories were performed from 0000 UTC 16 September back to the analysis time at 1200 UTC 13 September (Fig. 10) . Six air parcels were placed in that diabatic cooling region at different pressure levels between 550 and 700 hPa. The results in Fig. 10 show that many of these dry air parcels came from western Cuba at the analysis time, which coincide with the increased negative moisture anomaly area from the assimilation of the ARO occultation PRN13 in GDAEn (Fig. 2d ) relative to GDAEd (Fig. 2e) .
d. Sensitivity test of the PRN13 profile
The PRN13 profile had a significantly longer tangent point drift distance than did the other observations, as mentioned earlier. This had a significant effect on the GDAEn result, which did not take into account this drift, and resulted in a larger, incorrect reduction of total column moisture, compared to the GDAEd experiment ( Fig. 2d vs Fig 2e) . It is thus suggested that the drier air mass affecting the storm in GDAEn is a result of the larger decrease in moisture in the assimilation of nondrifting EPH of the PRN13 profile. To test this hypothesis, a sensitivity test (GDAEn_no13) was conducted where the particular profile (PRN13) was removed during DA. Indeed, the areas of diabatic cooling, indicative of dry air intrusion and thus, evaporation, immediately west of the storm center (black ellipses in Figs. 9a,b) are absent in the GDAEn_no13 experiment (Figs. 9e,f; Fig. 11c ). Even though areas of diabatic cooling are seen around the storm in GDAEd and GDAEn_ no13 (Figs. 9c-f) , which is to be expected, considering the bands of dry air wrapping around the storm, they are of smaller extent and are farther away from the storm.
Concurrently, the vortices at 850 and 500 hPa in GDAEd and GDAEn_no13 were vertically aligned, as well as aligned with the center of minimum sea level pressure (SLP) (Figs. 11b,c) at 0000 UTC 16 September after the storm crossed the Yucatan Peninsula, while those in GDAEn were misaligned (Fig. 11a) . Thus, the midlevel dry air intrusion seen in GDAEn, combined with a vertical misalignment of the storm structure, likely explains why a weaker intensification rate was obtained after 0000 UTC 16 September for GDAEn, compared to GDAEd and GDAEn_no13 (Fig. 7a) . The latter experiments (i.e., GDAEd and GDAEn_no13) intensified at a rate more comparable to observations, though the RI did not last long enough to capture Hurricane Karl's minimum sea level pressure. The GDAEn_no13 experiment highlights the importance of the midlevel moistening near the storm, as exhibited by GDAEd. This implies that even if the excess phase is a better observation operator, assimilation of such data with incorrect tangent point locations might introduce significant errors in the analysis, which then degrade the forecast.
Summary and discussion
In this case study of Hurricane Karl in 2010, three aspects of the assimilation of ARO observations were investigated: 1) the impact of the observations on the initial conditions and forecasts in comparison to dropsondes under the absence of satellite observations, 2) the impact of using the nonlocal EPH operator as compared to local refractivity, and 3) the sensitivity of the simulations to the drifting of the tangent points within the ARO profiles. Depending on the operator used to assimilate the ARO observations (i.e., refractivity vs EPH), their impact on Hurricane Karl's forecast ranged from neutral to positive. Overall, the forecasts were mostly sensitive to the positioning (drifting vs nondrifting) of the ARO tangent points during DA, whereas the analyses were mostly impacted by the type of operator used (local vs nonlocal).
The assimilation of dropsondes corrected Hurricane Karl's over-intensification during the first 48-h forecast. In comparison, ARO observations mainly impacted the rapid intensification period (72-96-h forecast). This is likely because dropsonde soundings improved analysis within and near the storm, while ARO observations, due to their side view from the aircraft, also improved the broader storm environment, which in turn influenced the storm's development at a later time.
The assimilation of local refractivity, drifting or not, brought very little impact on the initial conditions, in addition to the conventional and dropsonde observations. Geometrically, the impact of considering drift in GDANd had a tendency to spread out the impact in both the horizontal and vertical along the tangent point drift direction, relative to the nondrifting GDANn simulation, giving a smaller impact on TPW, pressure, and winds. Compared to local refractivity, the assimilation of ARO EPH produced similar patterns, but with larger increments that extended farther along the ray paths.
In the experiments that assimilated ARO EPH, improvements in the forecast can be explained by increments seen at the analysis time. Increases in moisture in the inflow region, especially at midlevels, and an increase of cyclonic vorticity at analysis time acted together to help the cyclone keep a stronger upper-level circulation as the storm crossed the Yucatan Peninsula. The smaller decrease in moisture over western Cuba from analysis time in the drifting tangent point case, GDAEd, compared to GDAEn, helped reduce dry air intrusion into the storm at the beginning of its rapid intensification phase. Furthermore, the dry air intrusion in GDAEn caused evaporative cooling, which suppressed convection ahead (downshear) of the storm. This in part explains why the rapid intensification was weaker in GDAEn than in GDAEd. In addition, a better vertical alignment of the vortex right before rapid intensification was seen in GDAEd. Of the simulations that included both dropsondes and ARO profiles, GDAEd allowed the storm to develop into the strongest simulated hurricane and the one closest to the observations. The impact of tangent point drift seen in the experiments suggested that the correct positioning of the ARO observations is important. In particular, the impact from the PRN13 profile in the outer circulation of the storm was large. Similar situations were found in spaceborne RO studies (e.g., Chen et al. 2009; , where a small subset of profiles was critical to the impact on the storm forecasts. Because ARO observations can FIG. 10 . Backward trajectories in the nonmoving parent domain (27-km grid spacing) of six air parcels in the GDAEn experiment from 0000 UTC 16 Sep to 1200 UTC 13 Sep (analysis time). At 0000 UTC 16 Sep, the parcels were sampled within the same column (black dot) at different levels between 550 and 700 hPa with an interval of 50 hPa near the storm center, where strong adiabatic cooling occurred (see the ellipse in Fig. 9b ). TPW (mm) at 0000 UTC 16 Sep is plotted in color contours.
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be denser than spaceborne RO observations over a targeted region, they have a higher chance of capturing a sensitive area of the storm environment. This also makes the use of the proper assimilation method for ARO observations even more important. Even though there were no ARO observations assimilated below 2 km due to low signal-to-noise ratio and therefore, low data quality, the impact of the observations above 2 km extended down to the surface. This is due to the vertical covariance of the background error, which was calculated using the method of empirical orthogonal functions (Barker et al. 2004 ). This introduces a potential representativeness error in the results of assimilation because moisture can be highly variable at low levels. A desirable future improvement is to improve the antenna gain to increase the signal-to-noise ratio of ARO measurements near the surface, which would allow deeper retrievals down to the surface and potentially have a larger impact on improving numerical forecasts of hurricanes.
The conclusions reached in this study are based solely on one case study. To draw more general conclusions, more case studies are required as more ARO observations become available. However, one case study is very useful for indicating the regions of the storm that are most sensitive to this type of geometry (midlevels) and the spatial extent that is affected, in order to plan further assimilation experiments. We further note that excluding satellite radiance observations in the data assimilation may have caused an overestimation of the observational impact for both dropsondes and ARO data. In addition, observation representativeness errors specific to the model resolution were not assessed in this case study and should be further investigated in future studies if the ARO observations are to be used in an operational setting and as more cases with ARO data become available. With the launch of additional constellations of navigation satellites, including Galileo and Beidou, denser spaceborne GPSRO datasets can also be expected. Finally, it would also be interesting in the future to evaluate the impact of ARO observations using a hybrid or an ensemble DA method with a flow-dependent background error covariance.
